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You will hear a text. Read the candidate copy beforehand. You will have 1 minute for 
that. Then listen to the text and make notes in English. You will hear the text twice. 
After the first listening you will have 2 minutes to write your answers, after the second 
listening you will have 2 minutes to finalise them.  
Copy your answers in English onto the answer sheet. 
 

The following text is about the effects of chemical pollutants on the Inuit’s life.  
 

THE INUIT 

 

Besides weed killers, the toxic chemicals are used in 

 0. coolants 

Baffin Island, which is said to have a very high level of toxic chemicals, lies in 

 1. 

For the inhabitants safer foreign products are too 

 2. 

This region is most affected by pollution because of 

 3. 

When measured they found that the level of toxins in animal fat 

 4. 

For the Inuit, meat is necessary in their diet to 

 5. 

Comparing the blood tests of Inuit babies and their Canadian neighbours, the 
results of the former show 

 6. 

In spite of the possible hazards, doctors still support 

 7. 

Under such difficult circumstances people have had to rely on 

 8. 

The Inuit consider themselves as 

 9. 

The Inuit are now looking forward to signing 

 10. 
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You will hear a text. Read the candidate copy beforehand. You will have 2 minutes 
for that, then listen to the text and choose the correct answer. You will hear the text 
twice. 
After the first listening you will have 2 minutes to choose the correct answer, after the 
second listening you will have 1 minute to finalise your answers. 
Copy your answers onto the answer sheet. 
 
The following text is about the stories of women who started a new life after 
overcoming serious difficulties. 
 

LESSONS FROM EXTRAORDINARY WOMEN 
 

1 ‘Second Chance’’ is a series about 
women… 
 

A inventors. 
B restarters. 
C explorers. 

 

6 Later in Canada Mina built up her new life 
as … 
 

A a student of cosmetology. 
B a mother of four. 
C a health centre owner. 

 
2 These stories give us clues on how to … 

 
 

A overcome difficulties. 
B find out about others’ lives. 
C get privileged. 

 

7 Meredith passes on her life experience 
about eating problems … 
 

A at workshops. 
B in a book. 
C both ways. 

 
3 Lorene was able to make a new shift in 

her career due to her … 
 

A family background. 
B pharmacist knowledge. 
C physical condition. 

 

8 Diana’s Alternative Businesses 
Organisation employs … 
 

A drug addicts. 
B mental health trainers.  
C former psychiatric patients. 

 
4 Jennifer had to turn her back on … 

 
 

A a painting career. 
B a stage career. 
C a social career. 

 

9 Determined women very often make a new 
start… 
 

A to take revenge for offences. 
B to achieve their career goals.  
C to provide a better life for their 

children. 
 

5 During the revolution in Iran … 
 

A Mina’s husband was sent to 
prison. 

B Mina was sent to prison. 
C the couple left the country. 

 

10 Adult learners’ education relies on their ... 
 

A better learning strategies. 
B more understanding of life. 
C more ambitious plans for the future. 

 

 
 
 
 


